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World Climate Declaration
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World Climate Declaration
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Es gibt keinen Klimanotstand

• Klimaerwärmung hat anthropogene und natürliche Ursachen

• Erwärmung läuft langsamer ab als von Modellen vorhergesagt

• Klimapolitik fußt auf unausgereiften Modellen

• CO2 stellt die Nahrungsgrundlage der Pflanzenwelt dar

• Extremwetter vom Klimawandel weitgehend unberührt

• Klimapolitik muss wissenschaftliche und ökonomische Realitäten 
anerkennen



Climate Case of the Century

Clintel intervenes in the court case between
Shell and Friends of the Earth.

Please join!

Go to: climatecaseofthecentury.org



New IPCC report AR6



IPCC reports



Clintel analysis of AR6
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Trick #1:
Rewrite history!



1984



1984 IPCC Style

* Warm is Cold

* Down is Up



New hockey stick



IPCC: unprecedented!

"global surface temperatures are more likely than 
not unprecedented in the past 125,000 years“



Unprecedented?



Is Milankovitch ruling?



Treeline



Javier Vinós:

“…that it is more likely than 
not that the past decade is 
warmer than any century 

during the past 12,000 
years is an untenable claim.”



Javier Vinós:

“In conclusion, there is too much 
uncertainty in proxy reconstructions 

and instrumental temperature datasets 
to sustain with any degree of 

confidence that the present is warmer 
than the Holocene Thermal Maximum, 
and independent evidence from glacier 

and treeline changes supports 
the opposite assessment.”



New hockey stick





Tiljander proxies upside down

Mann 2008

Tiljander 2003





Stephen McIntyre about
the new hockey stick

“If you thought Michael Mann’s hockey stick was 
bad, imagine a woke hockey stick by woke 

climate scientists. As the climate scientists say, 
it’s even worse that we thought.”



Trick #2:

Introduce new 
blended/hybrid datasets



Acceleration of sea level rise?



Acceleration of sea level rise?



Acceleration of sea level rise?

A.1.7 Global mean sea level increased by 0.20 
[0.15 to 0.25] m between 1901 and 2018. The 

average rate of sea level rise was 1.3 [0.6 to 2.1] 
mm yr–1 between 1901 and 1971, increasing to 
1.9 [0.8 to 2.9] mm yr–1 between 1971 and 2006, 
and further increasing to 3.7 [3.2 to 4.2] mm yr–1 

between 2006 and 2018 (high confidence). 



Rate of sea level rise



Ole Humlum: sea level jump?



Snow cover decline?



Snow cover decline?

AR6:
Human influence very likely contributed to the 
decrease in Northern Hemisphere spring snow 

cover since 1950. 





Snow cover decline?



Did they mention Connolly et al?

Yes! 

“The greatest declines in SCE have occurred 
during boreal spring and summer, although the 

estimated magnitude is dataset dependent (Rupp 
et al., 2013; Estilow et al., 2015; Bokhorst et al., 
2016; Thackeray et al., 2016; Connolly et al., 

2019).”



Rutgers Snow Data



Current snow conditions



Trick #3:

Hiding the good
news!





New IPCC report in the media



More extremes?



More extremes?



The SPM about this good news



More good news



Did IPCC show this?



Trick #3:

Hiding the good news!

“Who controls the past 
controls the future” 

(Orwell, 1984)



Extreme scenarios



How likely are the scenarios?



How often are they used?



How likely are the scenarios?



Coal use in 2100
Coal use in reality & in fiction 

2020 = 151 EJ (exajoules) from ~6,600 power plants 

2100 SSP5-8.5 = 888 EJ (requiring ~32,000
additional power plants, >1 per day now til 2100) 

2100 SSP3-7.0 = 543 EJ (requiring ~17,000
additional power plants, >1 per 2 days now til 2100)



Trick #4:

Good old
cherry picking



Cherry picking





Disaster losses





Pielke and the IPCC
“I was nominated to participate in the 

SREX report as one of the most published 
and cited authors on disasters and climate 

change. I was not selected and a US 
government colleague told me that an IPCC 
official had told him that “Roger Pielke will 

never participate in the IPCC.” 
Not only did he say that, but it has been 

true.”





Follow us and support us!

Subscribe to our Newsletter at clintel.org

Support Clintel by making a one time donation
or by becoming Friend of Clintel:

https://clintel.org/donate/
https://clintel.org/friends-of-clintel/


